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ABSTRACT

The major purpose of this study was to determine factors correlated

with teacher turnover in a single enterprise communÍty in Manitoba. Data

were collected by questíonnaire from 98 teachers v¡ho had left theír teach-

ing positíon at Thompson in the school years from l-958 to 1968.

Seventy-five factors, identified mainly from related research, were

used in the questionnaire. The factors \"/ere nol classified in the quest-

íonnaire but they focussed on the following items: personal and family;

economic; communÍty; schools; pupils; and school board" In addition to

these items, other questions were designed to solícit biographical and

professional data about the respondents. Fina1ly, five open-ended quesËions

were included to provide respondents \^iith the opportunity of expressing their

reasons for leaving the disÈríct, for going to the districË, initially, as

to how long they intended to stay, and general comment related to changes

Ëhat would induce the respondents to return.

The total responses to each of the seventy-five items were placed on

a weighted four-poínt ordinal scale. Questionnaire items r,{ere ranked on the

basis of the total score for each item. Information from other questions

\^7as reported in ra\,v data form or as percentages.

The results of the analysis of daËa for the total sample revealed

that personal and farnily factors were ranked highest as compared with other

factors. However, economic factors were ídentífied by respondenËs as major

contributors to teacher turnover. Some comrnunity factors received consider-

able attention and school factors developed only a sporadic response. Pupil

and school board factors acquired a very limited response.

this study were that: (1) theThe general conclusions froin



participants ín thís study were young people and young people are mobile;

(2) some teachers are rrturnover prone;tr (3) a number of factors, rather

than a single factor, influenced the teacherts decision to move, but

teachers \,rere able to select, on the basis of rank order, the factors

responsible for their turnover rather than select a group or c1-uster as

the cause of movement; (4) personal and professional characterístics,

other than age) v/ere related to factors affecting turnover; (5) Lrans-

portation and communication were Lwo important and influential areas in

teacher turnover as reflected in the lack of cultural activities and

university facilíties; (6) personal and family factors with some econo-

mic causes T¡rere key contributors to movement; (7) the school system,

except for some failure by the supervisory staff to provide assistance

and leadership, \¡las not criticízed by teachers, although some dissatis-

faction \¡/as expressed with the earlier years of its operation; (8) con-

siderable conunent vras expressed by respondents in favor of the community

and school sysËem.

La1
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCT]ON

Teacher turnover in Canada has been receiving considerable

attention in recent years. A number of sËudies, particularly in

Alberta, have been made recently dealing with the problem of t.eacher

turnover. School boards and administrators, Department of Education

authorities and teacher organization personnel are all concerned with

staff turnover and the difficulty in getting replacements for teachers

who leave their position. This problem seems to be particularly acute

in rural and remote areas. In order to meet the problem temporary and

restricted, training programs for Ëeachers have been proposed and pur-

sued, in order to provide replacements for teachers who leave their

position. The point to be made here is that the problem exists. The

question is Lo determine why teachers leave. What facËors are asso-

ciated with the turnover-prone teacher or district? Are Lhese factors

related to all frontier communiËies thaË lead to teacher turnover?

After identifying these correlates of turnover, what ameliorative steps

may be possible to alleviate circumstances in order to prevent the hígh

Eurnover of teachers in remote areas?

I. TIIE PROBLEM

The general purpose of this study l{as Lo ínvestigate some corre-

lates of teacher turnover in a single-enterprise communÍty. The com-

munity selected for investigation vüas the town of Thompson. The study
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extended over a ten-year period from 1958 to 1968. A1l teachers who

had left the Thompson school system during these ten years \.^7ere

invited to participate as respondents Eo a questionnaire.

The problem \,{as to identify certain factors which could be

assocíated with the turnover of Eeachers who have taught at Thompson.

Certain factors or clusters of factors were Ídentified by respondents

as having a greater influence on their turnover than other factors.

Some personal characteristics associated with teachers who move

emerged during the course of the ínvestigation.

II. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The ManiËoba Teachersr Society and The Manitoba Association of

School Trustees have spenË considerable time and effort since 1965 in

preparing an annual survey of teacher retention and losses. Both

organízations have shown much concern about teacher Ëurnover in the

Province of Manitoba. The Manitoba Teachers' Society survey for 1968

still shows a 23 per cent turnover of teachers for the province, or

23 of. each 100 teachers left their position in Manitoba. The 1968

figure was the lowest raLe recorded for the four years the survey has

been conducted. For L967 and L966 turnover figures were 26.3 per cent

and 27.1 per cent respectively.

Teacher turnover has been recognized by Bruce (L964) as a

troublesome and confusing problem to boards of education. According to

him it is one of the most difficult for school authoritíes. Phillips

(1967 ) referred to teacher turnover as a problem which needed aËtention.
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He stated that despite the significance of the effects of teacher

turnover, Ínformation about teachers who change positions or leave

the profession, is inadequate. The available data do not answer such

questions as: how many teachers leave? tr{here do they go? trrihy do

they go? tr^Jhat are they like? etc. trnle need these ans\.vers in order

to assess more fully the impact of teacher turnover on the profession.

This wÍ11 help us devise more íntelligent recruitment methods. This

will also tel1 us more about holding the people \.^re already have.

Teacher and trustee organizatÍons for Manitoba in 1968 showed

the same rate of teacher turnover for Thompson Ín their annual survey

of teacher retentíon and losses. Each organization indicated that from

a staff of 103 teachers, 40 people left at the end of June for a per-

centage loss of 38.8 per cent, or a retention of 63 teachers which gave

Ëhe school district 6L.2 per cenË holding power. A consistenËly large

number of teachers, on a simílar ratio to 1968, has been leaving the

Thompson school system each year. This high percentage of resignations

would seem to create problems in developing a permanent and competent

staff. It is suggested that it might be advisable for the Thompson

school administration to consider factors that are contribuËing to

teacher turnover in their district. For such a reason this particular

study may have some importance. The movement of competent, qualified

and experienced teachers from a school system is dísruptive Ëo the

successful operation of the schools when the numbers in movement are

excessive. Certaín areas and divisions in Manitoba are having much

difficulty in retaíning a stable teaching staff. Rural divisions as
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Agassíz and Lakeshore show a 46.5 per cent and 48.B per cent teacher

turnover respectively for 1967 , according to The Manitoba Teachersr

Society figures. The remote areas of the province indicate a 42.L

per cent turnover for L967 and 39.3 per cent for 1968. The Thompson

school system includes approximately two-thírds of the total remote

area. 0n the other hand, the urban area of Metropolitan i¡Iinnipeg has

held fairly steady at about a 15 per cent. loss in teachers for the

past tr¡7o years. On the basis of these figures teacher turnover ís

obviously of much greater signifícance to various rural divisions and

the remoËe area of the province than it is to Greater Inlinnipeg. This

does not say ít has no significance for the urban area) but it does

seem to be a problem of major importance to remote areas as Thompson.

If this study can identify some of the correlates of this considerable

rate of teacher turnover in a single-enterprise isolated area as

Thompson, then it has served a purpose. A study of those causes or

reasons related to thís excessive turnover could possibly identify

areas in whích constructive recommendations might be made.

III. DELTMITATIONS

This stt¡dy attempts to identify the extent to which certain

factors correlate wíth turnover among all teachers who had been under

contract to Ëhe Thompson school system. The period under study extends

from 1958 to 1968. Substítute teachers or those teaching under a part-

time arrangement \,rere not included. No teachers r,.r'ere excluded from the



study through lack of certification.

No differentiation is made among the teachers as to who was

included on the basis of prior location in coming to Thompson or as

to where they went when they left Thompson. Personal and professional

data were used for other purposes, but not to place any delimitation

on participation in the study.

IV. LIMITAT]ONS

Some difficulty developed in getting an accurate líst of those

people who had been under a teaching contract at Thompson. Certain

limitations develop in any study when ít endeavors to go back over a

period of ten years. Limitation was created through failure to get

proper identification, but the most serious restriction was ín getting

correct mailing addresses" Obviously some teachers who had taught at

Thompson r¡rere not conËacted through failure Lo get their proper address.
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REVIEI^I OF RELATED LITERATURN

A review of research in labor mobility may have some importance

for this study. The term mobility which has been generally used in

the labor and manpo\.rer market, rather than turnover as used in thís

research, has been subject to various interpretaLions by authoritíes.

They seemed to be somer¡hat reluctant to permit themselves to be tied

down to a specífic definition in Ëermínology. Parnes (L954) said:

l-abor rnobility may be conceived in three quite different r.rays:

(1) As the capacity or abilíty of workers to move from one job
to another, or inËo and out of employment, or into and out
of the labor force;

(2) As their wíllingness or propensÍty to make such moves,
given the opportunity; or

(3) As their actual movement.

He further elaborates on related factors affecting the variables

Ínvolved in labor mobility by referring to the goals of a worker and

his evaluation of his present situation being subject to influences

external to himself. He points out these influences include Ëhe value

system of the culture and the wishes of his family. ft seems impossible

to consider worker mobility except in relation to a complex of social

and institutional factors.

Gladys L. Palmer (1954) in her report on the survey of patterns

and factors in labor mobility restricted her consideration of the term

of the mobility of workers to ínclude changes of job, of employer, of
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industry, of locality or region and also changes of status.

However, Dr. Bertil Gardel (1963), who was advisor to the Alfa

Laval Company in Sweden on the occasion of the company move to a ne\d

location to Tumba, showed much concern in mobility of indivÍdua1s

through human reactions. He said:

The response of an individual to a decision to change is
directly related to his own picture of the relevant aspecËs the
change may have for him and the assessment he makes of these.
This reaction depends on how reliably he thinks he can determine
vrhat Ëhe change will bring from the point of view of his ov¿n advan-
tage. Hís certainty is conditioned partly by the data avaílable
regarding the change, by the opportunities he has of influencing
the change, and by his own confidence in the management of the
firm.

Besides human reactíon to mobility there are several other

interesting aspecËs of the study. There seems to be a contrast or

paradox in that labor creates an inflow into a depressed area when

many workers are moving from the same area to a more advantage area.

It is said that professional workers are more mobile by tradition than

manual \^rorkers. Distínction can be drawn between voluntary and involun-

tary mobility. Geographical mobility varíes in definition from other

types of mobility as occupational and industrial. In all countries

there seems to be powerful currents takíng T,^rorkers from agriculture

into urban industry, from villages to to\^rns, and to\^rns to cities.

Geographical mobility has been defined as the capacity of a

person to move from one part of the country to another. The require-

ment here ís to find an ans\,ùer to the question why one worker is mobile

and another ís noË. This determination of individual mobility seems
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to depend on a variety of factors, as age) family connection and

responsibility, social relations, cultural and educational background,

material ties (house, land), expectations and possibilities at his

new place of work. There seems to be many complex social, cultural

and psychological factors involved in geographical mobility.

Dey and Reitan (L967 ) discuss rnobility in a recent article and

they present a classification that is of some interest. They suggest

that movement or mobility can be classífied in the following r¡iays.

Vertical mobility which is the movemenË up and down the socío-economic

ladder reflecting the opportunity in North America for each generation

to better its position within society. This view represents the move-

ment of a personts status in society. This movement tends to be separ-

ated in two parts between manual work and the non-manual occupations.

Horizontal mobilíty is the shífting from one type of work to another

or job changes r¡hich do not necessarily involve economic or social

changes in status nor geographic mobilíty. It. is this area of horizon-

ta1 movement that a tendency has existed Lo assume Ëhat such movement

represents geographic mobility with related psychologícal factors as

propensity to move. Researchers to date have assumed and inferred

that horizont-a1- job mobility and geographic mobÍ1ity rnrere synon)rmous.

The authors here suggest data on worker mobÍ1ity are quite imprecise as

related to horizontal or geographic mobility. They further suggest

that geographic mobilíty is a needed dimension as separated from

horizontal mobility. The armed services and other high mobility



occupations, such as teaching and construction r¡ork need attention

under geographíc mobility. It is in this area then of geographic

mobilíty that this study proposes to concentrate Ëo try to find causes

only for teacher turnover.

ft seems to be easier to define and classify types of labor

mobility conceptually than to give operational meaning to the various

Lerms and to decide how specífic job changes are to be classified. 0n

the basis of such limitations the following types of mobility of

workers have been generally recognized by Parnes (L954):

1. Interfirm movemenL, from one firm Ëo anoËher or a change of
employer.

2. Occupational movement, from one industry to another.

3. Industrial movement, from one industry to another.

4. Geographíc movement, from one 1oca1 area to another"

5. Movement from an unemployed to an employed status"

6. Movement from an employed to an unemployed status.

7. Movement into and ouË of the labor force.

These Ëypes of mobiliËy do not represent exclusive categories of labor

market transactions" A single job change may involve a combination of

several of the kinds of mobility mentioned. A worker through changing

a job could be involved in an interfirm, occupational, indusËrial, and

geographic shift" 0n the other hand, inËraplant transfers may create

occupational shifts a1one. An industrial shift can occur when a \^rorker

moves between two plants of a company that is engaged in different

industries. Geographic movemenL may occur without a change in employer,



occupation or industry.

encountered while trying

movement"

10

other words, consíderable difficulty is

defíne and classify varíous types of labor

TL.2
27.3
23.r
2L.B

In

to

It can be said though with some degree of accuracy that the

problems to define geographic labor mobility are perhaps not so signi-

ficant as those related Lo interfirm, occupational and industrial move-

ment. It is suggested that geographic movement should refer Ëo a

situation in whÍch a worker changes his residence so as to make him-

self available for jobs for which he previously would not have been

available because of their distance from his home. This concept of

geographic mobility is not all embracing ín the total labor area, but

it has some imporËance and it gives some dírectíon to a study of teacher

mobí1ity which seemingly ínvolves geographic movement.

There have been some interesting studies recently in Alberta on

teacher turnover and retention. Probably the mosË important of these

studíes was by Chamchuk (L966). He points out in his study the average

school board recruits about 25 per cent of its staff annually. This

amount is made up from 6 per cent due to increased enrolment, 6 per

cent caused by transfers within the province and 14 per cent directly

related to drop-outs from Ëeaching. He also lists the following rates

of teacher resignatíons:

Category

Large cíties
Counties
Divis ions
0ther

Per Cent
of Staff
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In Chamchukrs study

L965 in Alberta r.^7ere listed

destinations of teachers resigning in

follows:

Per Cent

4L.0
10. 6

2.0
17.9
3.2

14.6
4.5
1.3
3.8
1.1

Society (L965) gÍves the

of teachers who resigned

Per CenË

20.3
2I.O
30.2
7.5
7.3

13.7

the

as

Teaching elser¡here in the province
Teaching outside the province
l{arriage
Returning to housekeeping
Entering non- teaching occupation
Returning for further study
Superannuation or í1lness
Teaching in non-public schools
OËher destinations
Not indicated

In Manitoba, The Manitoba Teacherst

following distribution of the total number

including 26.8 per cent of all teachers:

Teaching outside Manítoba
Further training
Home duËies
Another occupation
Retiring
Other

Chamchuk (1966) points out thaË about 8 per cent of mobile

teachers indicated satisfaction with their previous positions. He

concluded in his study Ëhat for counties and divisions (non-urban)

unsatisfactory living accommodation and communiËy resources \¡rere a

maín cause of turnover. Lack of opportunity for advancement and con-

flicË with staff, administration, and school boards were other main

causes of dissatisfaction. Salaries r^rere not as significant a facLor

as those just lisËed. A significant complaint was that full-time
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teaching and Ëhe related activities associated with being professional

Ëeachers \¡iere too demanding of time of married women maíntaining a

home and raisíng a family.

Another Alberta sLudy by Eric G. Ilohn (1964) in a Masterts dis-

sertation entitled "A Study of the Causes of Teacher Transfer in a

School SysLemrtr studied a number of variables relevant to intra-system

mobility. The factors identified by Hohn were six in number:

(1) School-connnunity factors;

(2) Adminístrative and supervisory factors;

(3) Pupil factors;

(4) ilorking conditions;

(5) Training and professÍonal facLors;

(6) Family facLors.

One other poinE of interest reported from Alberta ín the Depart-

ment of Education's Repqrt on Teache! Recruitment (October 15, L965)

ís as follows:

Dívisions and counties lost three and one hal-f times as many
teachers to cities as the number gained from thaË source.

Teacher turnover should not be considered in isolation from

other areas of mobility. It is only fair to consider movement of teach-

ers in comparison to total mobility of people ín Canada. On the basis

of fígures made available through the Economics and Research Branch of

the Department of Labor by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics in con-

junction with the 1961 census certain information on mobility r¡ras made

available. A survey of a 20 per cent household sample was used. The
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resulEs \^7ere based on net changes in place of residence over a five-

year period from I956-6L. Information obtained showed that 46 per

cent of Canadían people had moved in the five-year period though 3 per

cent of the total T¡/ere actually movers from abroad which reduced total

mobility to between 42 ar,d 43 per cent" This percentage of movement

is high in comparison to the Uníted States where current population

reports issued by the U. S. Department of Commerce estimate 75 per cenË

to 80 per cent of the people are non-movers or not subject to mobility.

However, in that counËry mobility is more regionally ext.ensive where

16 per cenË of movers through a five-year period cross state boundaries.

In Canada, movement amongst provinces is slightly more than 8 per cent

of total movers (Polianski, 1965).

Van Zwo1l (L964) made the following comment on teacher turnover

in a comparison of mobility involving teachíng and industry:

At its most favorable, teacher turnover on the national 1eve1
seems to be at a rate of a little over 10 per cent. At the local
levels lhe Ëurnover rate will vary considerably above and below
Ëhe natíonal figure. A turnover rate of 20 to 25 per cent is not
at all rare in even some of the beËËer paíd urban areas of Lhe
nation. This compares to a rate of labor turnover in manufacturing
of 3.6 per cent for 1958 and 3.3 per cent for L96L. In fact, Ëhe
Ëurnover of labor in manufacturing between 1930 and 1961 was in the
range of 2.9 to 8.3 per cent. During twenty-three of those years
the rate of Ëurnover ín manufacturing was within a 3.0 to 4.4 per
cent bracket"

Mobílity appears to be hígh and regionally intensive in Canada.

Of the nearly 43 per cent of the people who move in Canada, 25 per cent

of them move within the same municipal-ity and 16.8 per cenl move wíthin

provincial boundaries. There ís some variat.ion from province to province
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but these figures apply generally to the country and they are accept-

able for comparison purposes. Manitoba figures are reasonably close

to the natíonal norm.

ft can be poinËed out here that in comparison to the United

States, mobílity in Canada is high at the regional and 1ocal level,

but not at the provincial or state 1evel v¡here movement is greater in

the U.S.A. However, teacher movement withín the province is greater

as based on figures determíned by turnover from divísion to dívision.

trrihat is significant for this study is that by any comparison teacher

turnover in isolated settlements on Manitobars or Canadats resource

frontier is considerably higher orr a percentage basis than is the move-

ment of people in Canada or the United States. The figures for teacher

turnover and theír comparíson with other results of rnobility would

seem to point to specific causes as contríbuting factors to a high

turnover teacher rate in certain areas.

In endeavoring to determine causes of teacher turnover, it is

íneviËable Lhat certain inherent problems will emerge to cause compli-

cations. For example, CharEers (f956) in discussing causes of Ëeacher

turnover, refers to the behavior and types of teachers. In his explor-

ations of causes on this study, iË is found thaË turnover is delermined

Ín part by the types of teachers who compose the school's staff.

Teachers \^7ith differing orientation to their jobs are 'rturnover prone"

in charaeteristically differenl degrees. Furthermore) school systems

differ in the kinds of Ëeachers r¿hích they attract to the staff. It
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is further noted that age and residence are related to turnover and

that as teachers grow older and tenure of residence increases in a

domicile, mobility is reduced. The point of signifÍcance here is that

these are not causes clearly and sharply outlined. DisËinctíons are

goíng to be difficult to draw ín determining causes. However, Charters

ín his study on teacher turnover in 1954-55 does arrive at some con-

clusíons as a result of an investigation of the determínants of teacher

turnover in the U.S.A. The conclusions \^Iere as follows:

1. Low salaries are the prime cause of teacher turnover.

2. Young men and women come into the country for their first
Ëeaching job and as soon as they have obtained their iniÈial
years of teaching experíence, their training and professional
ambít.ion encourages them to move out.

Local married r^/omen and a fer¿ men teach only to supplement
their family income during the long r^¡ínter months. These
are not rea1ly interested in making teaching a career--rather
their 1ocal ties, their family ties and friends are stronger
than any other attraction and consequently, these become the
ttveterantr teachers.

Teachers move because of greater opportunity for advance-
ment.

Working wives supporLing their husbands in uníversity.

Young married or unmarried women who prefer to live in a
large metropolitan city and commute thirty to forty miles a
day.

A study on teacher turnover in Illinois (Anderson and Convi11e,

1956) listed the following reasons for teachers leaving their teaching

positions. They summarized, in order, the reasons as follows: inade-

quaÉe salary, marriage, too many duties other than teaching, large and

over-cro\,{ded classrooms, lack of equipment and teaching devíces,

3.

4.

5.

6.
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problems in discipline and pupils in general, poor inter-personal

relations, home duties, poor supervision, illness, Ínability to get

along \,/ith admínistrators, too much school board interf erence, spouses

movement, and minor reasons.

There ís a suggestion that teacher stability seems to be relat,ed

to economic security and it is suggested that administrators must

províde Leachers with reasonable class loads and adequate insËructional

materials. It is also suggested that administrators or employers

should províde prospective teachers with an accuraËe and compleËe job

des cr ip tion.

A study of teacher and school board relationships (McCarty and

Nuccio , L963) pointed to a number of problem areas between teachers,

board members and administrators. They identifíed several areas where

the perception of admínÍstrators and board members regarding the atti-

tudes and satisfactions of teachers Lüere highly unrealistíc. These

conclusíons indicaËe the problem of poor ínËer-personal relationshíps

and they suggest some procedure which might help to improve the exist-

ing problems.

Finally, it might be of ínterest here to mention a study on

teacher satisfaction by Chase (1951). This study, though it goes back

eigh teenyears, does seem to have some signíficance as related to

Leacher turnover and permanence on staff. ft involved some 17,000

teachers in 200 systems in 43 staËes. Some of the reasons given for

saËisfaction in teacher emplo¡rment T¡rere:
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1. Freedom to plan onets work;

2. Good salaries;

3. Good equipment and supplies;

4. Stimulating professional leadershíp;

5. Recognition of good work and achievements;

6. Participation in decision making.

It was suggesËed that satisfaction r¿ould develop with the following

improvements:

1. Improvement of working conditions, especially Leaching 1oad,
school plant and equipmenti

2. Improvement in salariesi

3. Improved professional status and greaËer conrmunity recogni-
Ëion for Eeachers.

Chase concludes his study with the following generalÍ-zaLi-ons as

taken from teacher responses:

1. Teachers feel their satisfaction is greatly affected by
'rfreedom to plan theír own workr" and by a sense of profes-
sional status and responsÍbi1ity.

2. Satisfactíon in teaching is affecËed by teachers' feelings
with respect to salary and by opportunities to participate
in decísions regarding salary schedules.

3. Teachers' feelings with regard to the quality of professional
leadership and supervísion are closely relaËed to Lheir
s atisfactÍon.

4. The feelÍng on the part of Ëeachers that they have the
opporËunity to partÍcipate regularly and actively in educa-
tional planning and policy-making is closely related to
their satisfaction.

5. Satisfaction in the system is closely related to a consider-
able extent upon a feelÍng by teachers that the teaching
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1oad, school plant, equipmenË and supplies and other work-
ing condítions are conducive to effective work"

After anaLyzíng these various sËudies at both a provincíal and

national leve1, it should be possíble to classífy the various factors

mentioned ínto a fe\.^r categories. One dimension that seemed to receive

much attention was the characteristic of individuals that created the

determination to move. This determinant, in itself, has been ca11ed

propensíty to move or become mobile and it seemed to have signÍficance

ín Ëeacher and labor movement. Personal factors, as pointed out here,

have much imporËance in the movement of workers. Youth seemed to be

a contributing factor to movement. The information gained from Ëhese

studies was used in developing the questionnaire used in this study

and it provided a means of comparison with the findings of the research

from this thesis.

Labor mobility tended to break down into varíous classifications

as interfirm movement, occupational movement, industrial movement, and

geographic movemenL. Teacher movement ín contrasË has been associated

largely with geographic change and interfirm movement or a change of

employer. However to change employers necessitat.es a geographical

change for a teacher but not always so for labor. Mobility seemed to

be connected Ëo the socio-economic ladder for labor and its conseguent

desire to improve a personrs status in society. There could be a

connection with teachers movement in this respect but it does not seem

to be Loo obvious. The personal element, however, did seem to be

strong as a cause of mobility for labor and teachers alike.
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A second group of factors that míght be termed important as

indicated Ín related literature are school factors. These would

include areas as school administration, school facilities, class size,

teacher-adminístrative relationships, etc. A third area of consequence

might be ca11ed community factors related to housing facilities, rec-

reational opportunities, community attitudes, as re1ígious bias, climate

and geographical locaËion. A fourEh area suggested for consideration

included pupil factors as indicating their capabilities, expectations

and behavior. Some attention was given Lo economic factors but more

so, in American revíews where a f.ai-r amount of emphasis was placed on

salaríes. Problem areas were pointed ouË as the need for teachers Ëo

have more freedom in planning their work and decísion making but once

agai-n Ehe emphasis in this respect came from studies pursued in the

Uníted States. Related literature on mobility tended to poinË to a

multiplicity of factors ínfluencíng a person to move.
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COLLECTTON, ORGANIZATION, AND TREATMENT OF DATA

I. TIIE QUESTIONNAIRE

A questionnaíre \,ras constructed which included various ítems

found in research related to teacher turnover. Other items were

devised afËer consultation wÍth former and present teachers at Thompson.

Revisions of the original questíons \,vere made after an evaluative analy-

sis by several judges. The questionnaire shown in Appendíx A and B is

the instrument used in the collection of data for this study on Teacher

Turnover at Thompson.

The questionnaire is divided into three secËions. One part asks

the respondent to provide certain personal and professional data. The

informaËíon sought in this section includes such data as items on sex,

age when respondent left Thompson, years of teachíng experience, grades

taught at Thompson and sínce leaving there, plus a check list to indi-

cate \,/hat the respondenË is doíng or had done after leaving Thompson.

Another part of the instrument to determine teacher turnover includes

five open-ended questions. These questions were devised in the hope of

getting some interpretation of the respondentrs thinking on whaL would

help the Thompson School System to retain a larger portion of íts

staff and what would induce the respondents to return to Thompson.

The quesËions in this sectíon \,üere also aimed at getting some idea of

what influenced people to go to Thompson to Ëeach iníËially, and for
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how long they expected to stay there. The last question in this parL

of the measuring instrumenl v/as pointed directly at the matter of

isolation, as iL was felt thís was a significant factor of sufficient

magnitude to vrarrant more consideration from the respondents than

simply including it as one of the seventy-five factors in the question-

naire.

The main body of the questionnaire is located in a list of

seventy-five factors which seem to relate to teacher mobility or turn-

over. Most of the factors hlere worded so that it was directed to the

person involved by usíng the personal pronoun ttÏ". These factors were

set out on a continuous pattern in the questíonnaire under no classi-

fication, but actual headings hrere consídered when the measuring instru-

ment rras developed. The factors could be classified under the follow-

ing headings:

A. Personal and Family Factors;

B. Economic Factors;

C. Community Factors;

D. School Factors;

E. Pupil Factors;

F. School Board Factors.

The seventy-five factors were each printed on a separaLe card

two inches by three and a half inches, orange in color. The respondents

!,/ere given instruction through an instruction sheet as to the procedure

to follow in selecting and recording the factors related to their



Lurnover. Extra green cards were included

record factors causing their turnover that

ques tionnaire.
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for respondents to use to

!,7ere not included on the

II. DISTRTBUTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES

In order to get the names and addresses of the teachers who had

left the Thompson School System in the period from the incepLion of

the distríct to 1968 or from 1958 to 1968, it was necessary to go to

the school records aË Thompson. The present Superintendent and admin-

istrative staff helped thís study immeasurably by preparing an iniËia1

list of teachers who had left the school system. The preparation of

this list created problems in that it had to be prepared from o1d

records, and through Ëhe ten-year period leadership in administration

had changed several times. This lack of continuity in administration

did not permit any specific person to be in a position to select and

analyze those persons who could be actually classified as members of

the teaching body at ThomPson.

The original list as submÍtted from Thompson \,üas checked against

records in both the Department of EducaËion and The Manitoba Teachersr

Society for tvro purposes. The first reason was Lo determine if the

person named T/üas an actual teacher at Thompson; and secondly, to try to

find a correct rnailing address for the individual. The records in the

Department of Eclucation and The Manitoba Teachers' Society provided some

informatíon ín verification of teaching personnel, but they gave very
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1ittle assistance in providing the mailing address. rn thís respect

a slow process of contacting former Thompson teachers now located in

trrlínnipeg and Brandon, lüas started. By this person-to-person contact,

largely by telephone, the maílÍng address for many teachers was deter-

mined. One of the heartening features of this sËudy was the excellent

cooperation and support received from thÍs group of people who supplied

mailing addresses.

The origínal list from Thompson íncluded one hundred and eighty-

three names. This 1íst was finally reduced to one hundred and forty-

eight. The reasons for the reduction from one hundred and eighty-three

to one hundred and forty-eight was Ëhat some of Ëhe people on the list

\,,rere actually not teachers who had taught at Thompson under contract

buË rather they had applied for posítions through application or they

had been used as substitutes. The most significanL reason for reduc-

tion, hor¿ever, \¡/as the impossíbílity of getting a valid mailing address

for several teachers. Thirty-one teachers ïüere ín this group. It

seemed as if some teachers who had ÊaughË at Thompson had broken all

contact with thís province. Tt was those teachers who had left the

province who presented the greatest problem.

0f the one hundred and forty-eight teachers to whom the question-

naire \47as sent, ninety-eíght replied" The post office authorities

reËurned eighteen envelopes" The original address had been changed in

some cases by the postal authority to no effecE. Envelopes had nota-

tíons on them, such as on one envelope - "Return to sender - Ireland -
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some place." Five people replied who should not have been on the

original list, Lhough they had some contact wiËh the Thompson School

System, but not as a teacher under contracL; consequently, from the

one hundred and forty-eight questionnaires sent, only one hundred and

twenty-five could possíb1y have received them as actual teacher res-

pondents. From this group of one hundred and twenty-five, replies

hTere received from ninety-eight.

The initial mailing included the three parts of the question-

naire with the instructional sheet. A result sheet \.^ras included on

which the respondents recorded their selecËion of factors thaË influ-

enced their leaving Thompson. They were asked to place these factors

in rank order from the most important influence to the leasL. They

i,üere also asked to record on the result sheet those factors in combin-

ation that may have caused them to leave. A letter to the respondents

\,üas sent with thís original mailing explaining the purpose of the sËudy

and asking for their cooperation in achieving the desired results. A

follow-up letter v/as sent on November 8, 1968 to those people who had

not replied or r¿hose questionnaire had not been returned by the postal

authoriEies. Seventy-six letters Ìvere sent ín this second mailing.

In the meantime considerable contact of former Thompson teachers was

made by telephone to solicit supporË for this sËudy.

The figures in Table I show that L25 teachers r,.rere contacted,

though probably some of the questionnaires unaccounted for did not

reach the participants, and 98 replied who were eligible to partici-

pate. On a percenËage basis, this gives a 78.4 per cent participation.

This proporËion of response, which is almost equivalent to four out of
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five, is generally

causes of teacher

accepted as adequate to

turnover from Thompson.

establish validity for

TABLE I

TABULATION OF SURVEY RETURNS

Number of Percent of
Questionnaires Total Group

Returned undelivered

Returned not usable

Used in present study

Questíonnaires unaccounted for

Total questionnaires mailed

18

5

9B

27

L2. L

J.¿+

66.3

L8-2

148 100. 0



CHAPTER IV

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS

The distribution of males and females in this study, \,üith 28.6

per cent male to 71.4 per cent female was represenËative of the

Thompson school system, as shown in Table IT. The 1968-1969 teaching

staff at Thompson included 35 males and 90 females to give a divísion

of. 28 per cenË male and 72 per cent female. These figures give sup-

port to the validity of this investigation in that it was not weighted

to either sex insofar as it applied to the existing teaching sËaff at

Thompson.

Our respondenËs \¡iere a young group, as indicated by Table III.

The modal age for males rdas bet\^reen t\^/enty-eight and twenty-nine; for

females it was between twenty-four and twenty-five. As a check on

these figures the ages of teachers ín three schools at Thompson were

consulted through the Department of Educat.ion records and it was found

the modal age for the females \¡/as from twenty-t\.^7o to t\.^7enty-three in

Ëhe three schools. As only males rrere located in one school the modal

age there \^ras very close to t\.^Ienty-seven. These f igures would indi-

caËe the Thompson staff is young in age and the group that left the

system was no older than the people who remained, or the staff per-

sonnel as presently constítuted. The important point to be recognized

in this study is that the respondents are basicalLy a group of young

teachers but their age is equivalent to the age of the total Thompson

staff and for that reason it is represenËaËive of Ëhe school system.
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Male

TABLE II

DTSTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY SEX

Percent Female Percent
Total

Respondents

28 28.6 70 7 L.4

TABLE ]TI

DISTRIBUTTON OF RNSPONDENTS BY AGE I^IIEN LEAVING THOMPSON

98

Age Male Female

20-24

25-28

29-32

33-36

37 -40

4L-44

45 -50

5 1-55

s6-60

9

5

5

4

2

1

I

27

30

L9

6

5

2

1

I

1

65Total
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In considering years of teaching service at Thompson, as shown

in Table IV, it must be remembered there were schools only from 1958;

and during the early years of operation of the system the number of

actively engaged teachers was small. The annual report of the Depart-

ment of Education for 1960, which would be based on the enrolment

figures for the L960-61 school year, shows only twenty students ín

Grades IX-XII. These figures would indicate a sma1l number of teach-

ers vrere actually engaged in high school work. It is not surprising

then that only one teacher had sufficient years of service at Thompson

to go back to the early years of operation of the school system.

TABLE TV

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY YEARS OF SERVICE AT THOMPSON

Years Male Female

I year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

6 years

7 years

8 years

10

10

4

1

î
J

0

0

0

28

28

20

9

4

7

1

0

_i
70Total
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There is one point that leads to considerable concern in this

set of figures on tenure where thirty-eight of the respondents left

after only one year of service. Another thirty left after t\,{o years

of teaching performance for a total of sixty-eight ín the first and

second years of teaching. However, it is important to note that

twenty-eight teachers with three to five years of tenure at Thompson,

gave one hundred and nine actual years of teaching servíce to the

sys tem.

Table V has some importance in this study in that it reveals

fifEy of the total ninety-eight teachers involved here have taught

since they left Thompson. Some explanation is needed to clarify an

apparent disparity that exists in comparison to Table IX where it

shows only forty-one teachers as having taught for either a school

board in Manitoba or another province or state after leaving Thompson.

The disparity between fifty and forty-one is explained through a num-

ber of the teachers as having left Thompson as married r¡romen Ëo Eake

up home duties or to take further training and then lat.er returning

to teaching. Other information is available from this study to indi-

caËe that the actual net loss to the teaching profession of the ninety-

eight respondents involved in this study ís much smaller than origin-

ally expected. In fact the Thompson School System stands to get a

number of these respondents back inlo service at a later date if

ínformation given by respondents in the questionnaire has any accuracy.

In reviewing Ëhe total experience of the respondents, including

both the experience at Thompson and since, it is to be expected, as
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TABLE V

DISTR]BUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY YEARS TAUGIIT

SINCE LEAVING THOMPSON

Year Male Female

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

6 years

7 years

8 years

9 years

8

J

2

4

U

0

1

0

0

1B

20

5

4

0

2

1

0

0

n

32Total

shown in Table VI, that the bulk of the participants are clustered in

the group from two to eíght years. This table does indicate that a

number of the teachers involved díd have considerable experience before

going to Thompson to teach, but it also shows quite clearly wíth the

other Tables IV and V that the majority of the teachers had limiËed or

no experience. These Tables IV, V, and VI also show with other inform-

ation collected that the teachers being assessed have for the most part
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TABLE VT

DISTRIBUTTON OF RESPONDENTS BY TOTAI YEARS

OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE U}!'IIL PRESENT

Year Male Fema 1e

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

6 years

7 years

B years

9 years

10 years

11 years

12 years

13 years

L4 years

15 years

16 years

t7 years

18 years

19 years

20 years

Over 20 years

2

4

1

1

1

J

3

tJ

0

0

1

0

2

1

2

1

0

0

0

1

2

28

5

10

8

8

L4

6

J

4

1

2

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

4

70Total
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broken record of continuity ín teaching. Their years of teaching

experience tend to be built up in parts or intervals.

Tables VII and VIII, when compared, would reveal that drop-out

from teaching after leaving the profession at Thompson is not con-

fined to any specific group of teachers, though the highest ratio of

loss exists at the elementary level, whích is designated here as

including Grades IV to VI. The loss does seem to be fairly well dis-

tributed over all grade levels. It should be poínted out that respond-

ents in some cases díd not reply to the questions submitted to complete

Table VII. The important point to be recognízed here as far as this

study ís concerned, ís the turnover of teachers is not confined to

any specifíc grade area. According Lo numbers of people under con-

sideration in each grade area, and Ëhe people leaving with Eheir re-

employment in other school jurisdictions, a normal situation seems to

prevail. There does seem to be a rather sharp loss Ín a limited area

of personnel, designated as Princípal. A variety of reasons exist

for each individual in the reduction of the number from five to one

that seem to have no significant relevance to this study. In other

words, the reason for principals leaving is apropos to the same reasons

as applies to the total body of teachers.

As mentioned in relation to Table V where figures show fifty

Ëeachers having gained experience after leaving Thompson in comparison

Ëo Table IX, where only forty-one teachers are specified, does create

some disparity. This discrepancy can be explained in that Table IX

only applies to what teachers did in the first year after leaving
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TABLE VII

DISTRTBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY GRADES TAUGHT AT THOMPSON

Grade Male Female

Primary

E lementary

Junior High

Senior High

Principal

0

8

10

7

3

23

2T

7

7

2

Total 6028

TABLE VTII

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY GRADES TAUGHT

SINCE LEAVING THOMPSON

Grade Male Female

Primary

Elementary

Junior High

Senior High

Principal

0

3

7

6

1

L7

15

6

J

a
J

0

27Total
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TABLE IX

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDEMS BY OCCUPATION

IN YEAR AFTER LEAVING THOMPSON

Male Female

1. Teaching for another school board in
Manitoba

2. Teaching for another school board ín
a different province (state)

3. Becomíng married and starting house-
keepíng

4. Married I,ì7omen returning to home duties
(pregnancy)

5. Taking further training

6. Retired or superannuated

7. In non-teaching occupation

8. Special assignment (temporary)

Total

20T2

8

1

2

i
28

5

29

6

1

3

i
70

Thompson. For instance, the two teachers who are classified as pur-

suing a special assignment are working on a church project of one

year duration only. Some of the teachers taking further training had

f inished theír course and have returned to teaching. Married r,{omen

who returned to home-making Ëended to come back to teaching at díffer-

ent times.
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The interesting feature of Table IX is the small actual loss

to the total teaching force. 0n1y the seven Leachers who retired or

who went to a non-teaching occupation can be counted as on the debit

side in number of teachers. Some of the teachers who are presenËly

taking further training or who are involved wíth home duties have

stated they plan to return to teaching at Thompson when courses are

completed or home duties are less demanding.

Table X will be used to substantiate what will be shown in

Chapter V when the various factors are anaLyzed on the basís of total

responses. The respondents indicated quite significantly their desire

to get to a larger urban centre with university facilities and other

amenitíes of life. Twenty-seven of the forty-nine who responded went

to a Larger centre to teach after leaving Thompson. In such a group

of teachers, as under consideration here, there are those who want to

meet the challenge of the north and they are prepared to leave Thompson

for more isolated and smaller population points.
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TABLE X

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS BY SIZE OF

TN WHICH TEACHING I^IAS DONE

AFTER LEAVING TIIOMPSON

CO}O{UNITY

Male Fema le

Less than 500

501 to 1000

1001 ro 5000

5001 to 10,000

Greater than 10,000

Total

J

J

6

1

7

20

4

2

2

I

20

29



CHAPTER V

AN ANALYSIS OF THE TOTAL RNSPONSES TO INDIVIDUAL FACTORS

AND GROUPS OF FACTORS

As indicated in Chapter III the individual factors were sub-

mitted to the respondents on smal1 cards with a single question on

each card. No organized arrangement of factors on the cards was

followed as related to: (i) personal and family facËors (2) econo-

mic factors (3) community factors (4) school factors (5) pupil

facLors or (6) school board factors. The identity of any factor as

relaËed to any grouping was not made known with the expectat.ion that

each factor would be treated equally and individually.

The questionnaire contained the sevenËy-five sËatements shown

in Table XI. All teachers contacted were asked to participate in

this portion of the total measuring insËrument.. Eighty-five of the

ninety-eight teachers participating responded to the questionnaire.

Those who did not respond included married vromen who simply stated

they were returning to home duties and they felt there \^7as no poinË

in completing this porÈion of the measuring instrument. Two princi-

pals did not complete this section as one was retiring from teaching

and the other did not wish to continue in administration. ft is a

point of interest that Ëhe other three príncipals participatíng ín

this study could be associated with teaching as well as admínistra-

tion in the Thompson school system and Ëhey did complete the quest-

íonnaire.
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TABLE XI

D]STRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS BY SIZE OF SCORE

Number Factor
Responses Total Total

4321-ResponsesScore

18. I wish to be closer to
a university. 20 7 2 1 30 106

20. I preferred to be closer
to my husband's (wife's)
or boy friendrs (girl
friend's) place of
employnent.241122899

B. T felt isolated being in
Thompson.158353L95

31. T found Ëhe cost of
travelling to larger
population centres lvas
too high. L2 10 5 6 33 94

2I. I 1íke to move around. L7 5 2 I 25 88

6L, I felt that specíaLized
supervisory oî consult-
ative staff were unavail-
able.137542987

L7. I wanted to be closer
to a large urban centre. 13 8 4 2 27 86

22. I wanted to broaden my
experiences. 74 5 3 3 25 80
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Number Fac tor
Respons es

432r
Total Total

Responses Score

t')

48.

6.

38.

32.

24.

46.

39.

56"

I found the cost of rent
or boarding acconmodation
v/as too high.

f felt that relations
between the principal and
the staff were character-
ized by lack of trusË and
conf idence.

Cultural opportunities
were inadequate.

I belíeve that too many
innovations and changes
in teaching methods and
techniques were intro-
duced at Thompson.

I found the cost of food
too high.

I believe that the pupils
were lacking ín respect
for the teacher's posi-
tion in the community.

I felt thaË I did not
have the necessary teach-
ing aids and equipment to
do a good job.

f felt that I needed more
Lime for teaching, prepar-
ation, planning and eval-
uation.

I felt that nevr teachers
ïrere not given adequate
help or leadership by
school adminis tration.

772710

75

69

21

26

13

66

63

20

2L10

62

62

¿J

18

10

L2

6t18T2

L9 59
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Number Factor
Respons es

432I
Total---TõEãt

Responses Score

51.

52.

aJ.

34.

aa

43.

30.

4.

44.

I felt that administrative
paper work was unnecessar-
i1y burdensome. 9

There v/as a major deficiency
in cleríca1 help for teachers.5

Housing \¡ras overpriced.

T felt that teachers' sa1-
aríes \n/ere too 1ow in com-
parison to salaries of
other people.

I found that there vlas no
variety in shopping facil-
íties.

I felt in-service programs
l^rere not useful, appropríate
and conveníent as to fre-
quency and time.

I found that classes rrere
too large and it made it
impossible to give each
pupil adequaËe help and
guidance.

Housing was inadequate.

fL seemed to me that school
administration \das more
concerned with administra-
tive trivia than with good
teaching.

I felt that I spent Ëoo
much time on trivial super-
visory duties.

I felt that the future out-
look for improvement in
working conditions was dis-
couraging.

5BI9

58

55

22

18

854

6L3

51

50

L7

18

47

46

46

45

L7

15

37

481B4

J+

T2

47
92

18

L4

66.

13 4s
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Responses Total Total
4321-ResponsesScoreNumber Factor

L9. I wanted to be nearer my
home town (or place of
family residence). 7 4 2 0 13 44

36. I found that the school
system required me to
adopt a standardízed
approachtoteaching. 6 5 2 L L4 44

1. I felt restricËed because
the community lacked
recreational and enter-
rainmentfaciliries. 3 6 4 2 15 40

35. I felt that teachers'
salaries \,r7ere too lo\^i
in comparison to salaríes
of teachers in oËher
districts. 3 8 0 1 12 37

42. I believe that staff meet-
íngs were so controlled
that they were of little
value.45301237

27. I believe that educational
goals Ìrere not appropriate
for pupils in this parti-
cular community. 2 6 3 2 L3 34

9. I found that the people of
the conrnunity were not
sufficíentlystimulating. 3 6 1 1 11 33

28. I found that parents
showed litt1e interest in
the scholastic progress
oftheirchildren. 3 4 4 I L2 33

50. T was not gÍven the oppor-
Ëunity to attend confer-
ences and other forms of
professíonaldevelopment. 3 4 2 2 11 30
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Number Factor
Respons es

4327
Total Total

Responses Score

4s I found that teachers were
primarily ínterested in
salary and fringe bene-
fits.

I felt that new teachers
did not receive orienta-
tion to their work and
the conrnunity.

I felt that some school
board members r,\7ere repre-
sentative of pressure
groups or blocs in the
community.

It seemed to me that the
community was not inter-
ested in school affairs.

T felt that I had little
or no opportunity to
participaËe in developing
policies for grouping,
promotions and control of
pupi 1s .

Boarding faciliËies \,i/ere
unacceptable.

f felt that new teachers
hTere not made to feel
welcome by older teachers"

I felt that I was given
insufficient time away
from the pupils during
Ëhe day.

I found that the people
of the community tended
to regard teaching as an
easy and overpaid job.

47.

74-

11.

40-

5"

53.

29.

10.

28l0

2710

27

27

11

10

26

23

¿J

10

22

2T
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Number Factor
Respons es

432L
Tota1 Total

Responses Score

20

19

7.

63.

62.

68.

t4"

25.

59.

)

Incompatibility which
existed between other
staff members and myself
resulted in unpleasant
relationships and occur-
rences.

I believe that. the com-
munity tended to restríct
the personal or social
behavior of the teacher.

T felt that I had líttle
or no opportunity to par-
ticípate in program devel-
opment in the school.

f believe there were
excessive numbers of
meetings to attend as
s taf f , \,rorkshop, Teacher
Society and Home and
Schoo 1.

I felt that the principal
and superintendent failed
to appreciate and praise
desirable results pro-
duced by staff members"

I felt that a religious
bías existed in the school.

I found there \.^Iere too
many dull pupils and con-
sequent poor achievement.

T felt that supervision
r^ras too auËhoritarian.

There was little opportun-
ity for unmarried teachers
to meet members of the
opposite sex.

47

L9

t9

79

77

16

15

L4
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Number Fac tor
Respons es

432L
Total Total

Responses Score

6s

26.

69.

s4.

67.

7t.

aa

60.

70.

Pupils had a poor educa-
tional background for my
c1ass.

I felt that pressure
groups in the conrnunity
were able Ëo exert unfaÍr
influence on the school.

ft seemed to me that
class interruptions were
so frequent as to ínter-
fere r,vith my teaching.

I was required to teach
subjects for which I had
little or no background.

T felt that a religious
bias existed ín the
community.

I felt that classroom
visits by admínistration
personnel vüere too
frequent.

I felt that school board
members actually did
noË understand education.

I believe that some
school board members
actually did not under-
stand education.

I believe that suPer-
vísion was too arbítrary.

ft seemed to me that I
r^7as never accepted as a
member of the communitY
through its organÍzations
and social 1ife.

13

13

L2

t1

10

10

15
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Number Factor
Respons es

4321
Total Total

Responses Score

75.

12.

49.

57.

6t+.

73.

58.

L6.

13.

I felt that outstanding
teachers vlere not recog-
ni.zed and rewarded by
the school board.

I found that the school
ímposed restrictions on
free enquiry and dis-
cussion in the classroom.

I usually found out about
important matters through
the grapevine.

I found that the school
at which I taught was too
sma1l in number of
teachers.

I felt that the work load
v/as not distributed
fairly among staff members.

T found that the school
board members were noL
wí11ing to make educa-
tíonally sound decisions
when faced wÍËh community
oppos ition.

I felt supervision tended
to be too rigid.

I felt thaË the community
rrras too small for me to
pursue my anticipated
teaching career.

T felt that there \^ras

an unreasonable cormnunity
restriction on free
enquÍry and díscussion in
the classroom.

I was unable to make use of
my speciaLized training. 0

55.
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The total number of responses to each of the seventy-five

ítems were placed on a weighted four-point ordinal scale. The raw

score for each item was calculated and ranked as shown in Table XI.

This score \,ras determined by allowing 4 points for each of the fÍrst

5 choices per factor, 3 points for each of the next 5 choices, 2 points

for each of the next 5 choices and 1 point for each selection beyond

the 15th choice. As tabulated the scores ranged from 106 to 2. No

item was scoreless so all items with their related response and score

are included in the table. The total response for each item is also

shown and because the score is determined on a four-point ordinal scale

the responses, therefore, are not listed on a ranking scale by responses

but rather, as mentioned, the ranking is done on total score.

An analysis of the data would indicate the first twenty-five

responses selected are the most significant and those that warrant the

most careful examínation. The score varies over these twenty-five

responses from the high of 106 to 46 f.or the twenLy-fifth response.

The other fifty responses are grouped in a range from two to forËy-

five which seems to indicate the Ímportance of the first twent.y-five

responses.

Respondents in thÍs study were asked to wríte down those factors

in combínation, rather than factors just singly, which may have caused

them to leave. Of the eighty-fíve respondents to this part of the

study only twenty-seven responded by writíng down factors ín combin-

ation. The responses are shown in Table XII.

Of these tvrenty-seven respondents to a group of factors t\,üenty-
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TABLE XII

NUMBER OF FACTORS SELECTED IN COMBINATION

Factors Number of
Teachers

2

1
J

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

Total teachers replying

4

t0

4

1

5

1

I

1

27

five of them listed their grouping as they selected their single fac-

tors in rank order. Only two partícipants departed from the rank order

selection. On the basis of these results iË would seem advisable to

place the emphasís for interpretation of results on the selection of

individual factors. The factors selecËed in the groupings or clusters

all fa1l with very few exceptions among those factors that rank one to

Ëwenty-five in the scores. As the emphasis will be placed on these
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factors in interpretation this would seem a further reason for placing

the groups of factors with the individual selection. Indivídua1 com-

ment, if deemed signifícant, will be made about Lhose groups or parts

of groups that fall outside the factors that are not in the ranking

one to twenty-five.

Considerable con¡¡nent \,ras written by respondents on the result

sheet. Some of this comment is in support of their selection of fac-

tors. Others used it for various reasons as expressing criticism,

explaining circumstances peculiar to their problem, exto1líng the

Thompson school system or simply stating a personal grievance. There

is nevertheless some interesting comment in these various sËaLements

and insofar as information seems related to this study an attempt wí1l

be made to use some of this material.

In addiËion t,o the seventy-five cards included in the measuring

ínstrument Lhere T,^Iere ten blank cards for the respondents to use in

order to express any factor related to their mobilíty but which was

not listed in the printed group. Respondents used these extra cards

sparingly and ín mosL cases vrhere they did use them it was simply a

means of saying the same thing in another way as already lísted in a

factor. However, one omission became obvious ín the questionnaire

when a specific question or factor on clímate \.^zas not íncluded. The

respondents reacted to this oversight by íncluding climate on either

the blank card or making a comment on the result sheet. Some interest-

ing comment, with an expression of ideas, merits consíderable reflection

and examination as wrítten on the result sheet by the respondents.
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In considerÍng Índividual factors selected by teachers it is

generally recognized that teachers do identify certain factors as

having a greater influence on their leaving a location than other fac-

tors. However, where teacher turnover is high, as it would seem to

apply at Thompson, Blocker and Richardson (L963) have indicated there

was usually a multipliciLy of contributing factors rather than a speci-

fic cause of turnover. In this study only six of the eighty-fÍve

respondents who replied on the result sheet, used a single factor as a

cause of Lurnover. In these six cases five of them were personal

causes. For this reason plus various conments made by respondents and

the closeness of the scores it would seem advisable not to try to

justify any one factor as being greater than another amongst the top

ten scores. The same procedure would seem to be advisable in analyzing

the next fifteen factors. At the same time it must be recognized as

prevíously pointed ouË that. only twenÈy-seven of the eighty-five res-

pondents in this section of the questionnaire used the grouping of

factors to give their ansvr'er. This means that fifty-eight teachers in

this study were prepared to rank lÍst their selection of factors.

RaËher than try to isolate individual factors and analyze them one by

one it may be advisable to look at them ín groups according to the

type of factor represented. i^Iith this procedure in mind an analysis

will be made first of Ëhose factors whích come under the heading of

personal factors. Though there were only six questions of a personal

nature in the questionnaire, five of these six questions were ranked

amongst the f irst ten factors as shornTn in Table XIIL
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TABLE

PERSONAL AND FAMILY FACTORS AS

XII]

CAUSES OF TEACIIER TURNOVER

Number Factors
Number of
Responses Score

18.

20.

2L.

t7.

t)

79.

I wished to be closer to a university.

I preferred to be closer to my husband's
(wífe's) or boy friend's (gÍr1 friend's)
place of employment.

I tíke to move around.

f wanted to be closer to a large urban
centre.

f wanted to broaden my experiences.

I wanted to be nearer my home town (or
place of family residence).

30 106

28

25

27

25

99

88

86

80

4413

Personal and family factors, as a whole, 'hrere def initely indi-

cated as the most important causes of teacher turnover. Only factor

No. 19 was not given top prioríty in selection and even here it was

listed on the top half of the scale at thirty-four.

In looking at the first two selections No. 18 and No. 20 it is

signíficant to see that they received thirLeen number one resPonses

and twenty-one number one responses respectively which adds up to

thirty-four of the possible eighty-five responses for the first selec-

tion. In isolating these two factors it was evident that male teachers

1{ere prone to select No. 18 and likewise females selected No. 20.
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Responses to these two items índicated that teachers felt them to be

very signifícant causes of teacher movement. Factors 2I and 22 also

indicate much influence on teacher turnover. It would seem as if the

teachers selecting these factors had a personal desire which could not

be satisfied if they remained in their present teaching position. This

same influence was discussed ín related 1íterature ín Chapter II of

thÍs study. However, personal desire for change, to move around, to

broaden one's experience is something ingrained in a human being and it

is difficult to determine what creates the desire and what could be

done in a school system to meet those personal wishes and whims. All

that can be deducted from this study is that there is a considerable

group of teachers in the teaching profession today who are prone to

change and who lÍke to move around.

The other persona.l factor (No. 17) that received a good measure

of attention from the respondents is one that has been suggested at

various times as a contríbuting factor to teacher movement from rural

and remote areas to urban centres. Thís study seems to support Such a

supposition. There Ís also some related information to this desire to

be closer to a large urban centre as shown in Table X, Chapter IV. As

poínted out these twenty-seven of the forty-nine teachers who responded

rvent to a large urban centre to teach. Others, of course, \n7ent to

larger centres for various other reasons.

Individual comments by teachers on the result sheeE seemed to

support the prioríty given to personal factors. One teacher wrote that
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trshe enjoyed her year at Thompson and she r¡ras most ímpressed with the

progressíveness of the school system'r but as her selections of factors

Índicated and as she admitted she left for personal reasons.

The next group of factors to receive some attention by the res-

pondents r¡iere economic factors. Only six factors belong to this group

but five of the facËors were selected in the first tÌ,^renty-five scores.

They are produced in Table XIV ín order of total score and indicated

rank for consíderation and study.

TABLE XIV

ECONOMIC FACTORS AS CAUSES OF TEACHER TURNOVER

Number Factors
Number of
Respons es Score

31.

33.

32.

J.

J+.

35.

I found the cost of travelling to
larger population centres T,{as too high.

I found the cost of rent or boarding
accommodation was too high.

T found the cost of food too high.

Housing \,vas over príced.

I felt that teachersr salaries uTere too
low in comparison to salaries of other
peop 1e.

I felt that teachers' salaries l,.Iere too
low in comparison to salaries of teachers
in other districts.

33

27

2I

18

94

77

63

55

5117

37L2
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These economic factors point to Ehe high cosE of food, housing,

rent or boarding accommodation and travelling to outside centres. It

rùas some\¡rhat surprising to see that Ëhe two facLors (No. 34 and No. 35)

which are related to salaries were placed at the twenty-first and

thirty-third ranking in total scores. Thompson does have some díffer-

ential in its teacher salary schedule in comparison to the City of

I,rlinnipeg but the variation is only from $300 to $700 greater depending

on where a person is on the schedule. Four teachers made complaints

about the high cost of living at Thompson on the result sheet but they

did not seem to emphasize this point. Probably the most significant

information coming from this part of the study rests in the selection

of factor No. 31 as the third highest in the total score and the point

to be noted is not its economic importance but rather the question of

transportation inLo remote areas. Co¡nmunication and transportation

though not mentioned as specific factors seem to be intertwining them-

selves into this study as important ínfluences in the whole area of

turnover. An attempt will be made to deal with these key areas in a

succeeding chapter.

Thirteen community factors were included in the questionnaire

but only two factors on the basis of total score could be classified as

being of primary importance. Factor No. B related to community isola-

tion was ranked fourth wíth a value count of ninety. The oËher factor

of primary importance (No. 6) received a score of síxty-nine. There is

a relationship here Ëo the first ranking factor No. 18 which could point
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to isolation being not so much a geographical separation from other

conrnunities and people but rather the failure to bring certain ameni-

ties of life as the uníversity and live television to Thompson. Two

other factors as shown in Table XV did receive some response from the

participants but actually community factors did not seem to be a real

cause of dissatisfaction. Several respondents added written comment

to the result sheet expressing their gratification of various aspects

of the conununity while pointÍng out certain local defects. six

teachers made reference to the climate whÍch was inadvertently omitted

from the factor list as previously mentioned. But even here the

críticism vTas not harsh as one teacher mentíoned "the late springs

wiËh continued rain and snorrrrbut she also said "that I didn't find

the winters too severe.'r The connnunity does not seem to be the dis-

advantage that has been found Ëo be associated with remote communities

in other studies of mobíliËy such as Lundrigan's (L966) study of

teacher mobilíty in Newfoundland.

TABLE XV

COMMUN]TY FACTORS AS CAUSES OF TEACHER TURNOVER

Number
Number of
Responses ScoreFactors

8.

6.

a1

f felt isolated beÍng in Thompson.

Cultural opporËunities were inadequate.

I found that there vias no variety in
shopping facilities.

31

26

95

69

1B 50
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TABLE XV (CONTINUED)

Number Fac tors
Number of
Responses Score

4. Housíng was inadequate.

1. I felt restricted because the community
lacked recreational and entertainment
facilities.

9. T found that the people of Ëhe community
were not sufficiently stimulating.

11. It seemed to me that the community was
not interested in school affairs.

5. Boarding facilities \^Iere unacceptable.

10. I found that the people of the communiEy
tended to regard teaching as an easy and
overpaid job.

7. T believe that the community Ëended to
restrict the personal or social behavior
of the teacher.

2. There was 1iËtle opportuníty for unmarried
teachers to meet members of the opposite sex. 6

15. I felt that a religious bias existed in the
communi ty.

L6. I felt that the community \^Ias too smal1 for
me to pursue my anticipated teaching career. 1

13. T felt that there r,{as an unreasonable
communiËy restriction on free enquiry and
discussion in the classroom.

There \.,lere thirty-four school factors included in the question-

naire, as shown in Table XVI. Response to these factors tended to be

46L4

15

11

10

I

40

33

27

23

2T

L9

I4

10
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sporadic. In the ranked scores from one to forty, t\^Ienty school fac-

tors appear and these are almost evenly split between below twenty

and above t\^renty to forty. The highest ranked school factor is num-

ber 6l- which placed sixth for total score. Respondents made a faít

amount of comment about various changes, innovations, new methods,

etc., at Thompson" This commenË Ëended to be complimentary for the

mosÈ part ínterspersed with occasional criticism. However, there was

a definite emphasis from most respondents whether critical or compli-

mentary on the need for more specj-al-ízed supervisory or consultative

staff. Factor No. 48 was given a score of 75 to be placed tenth on

the list of factors and it has to be considered important. There may

be some connection between factors No. 61 and No. 48. The conclusíon

could be formed here Ëhat principals \¡/ere not functioning successfully

in such a role as instructional leader to provide the type of help the

teachers felt they needed with new courses and methods. There ís a

point to be considered ín this area of school factors as related to

admínistration in that comments by participants indicated a growing

satisfaction with the system in recent years as compared Ëo a good

deal of criticism in the earlier years of operation. Further conrnent

will be made on this point under school board factors.

The other factors that had concern for Ëhe teachers involved

seemed to be normal for any situation. Reference \¡/as made in the

factors which are found in the score rating from the threlfth to eight-

eenth ranking to such things asrrtoo many innovations and changes,"

"1ack of teaching aids and equipment," 'rinsuffícient time for prepar-

ation and planningr" rtnot enough clerical he1p" and so forth. Factor
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No, 56 which was ranked seventeenth seems to support what has been

already said about the need from principals for more instructional

leadership and supervisory he1p. Other school factors in this study

did not seem to carry very much weight with the participants.

TABLE XVI

SCHOOL FACTORS AS CAUSES OF TEACHER TURNOVER

Number Factors
Number of
Responses Score

6L. f felt that specíalízed supervisory or con-
sultative staff \^rere unavailable.

48. I felt that relations between Ëhe princípal
and the staff were characterized by lack of
trust and confidence.

38. T believe that too many innovations and
changes in teaching methods and techniques
r¿ere inlroduced at Thompson. 20 66

46. I felt that I did not have the necessary teach-
ing aíds and equipment to do a good job. 18 62

39" I felt that I needed more time for teaching,
preparation, planning and evaluation. 18 6L

56. T felt that new teachers l{ere noL gíven adequate
help or leadership by school adminístratíon. L9 59

51. I felt that administrative paper work was
unneces sarily burdens ome.

52. There \das a major deficiency in clerical
help for teachers.

43. I felt that in-service programs \.{ere not use-
fu1, appropriate and convenienc as to frequency
and time.

30. f found that classes r,rere too large and it
made it impossible to gíve each pupil adequate
help and guidance. 18 47

44. It seemed to me that school administration \,üas

more concerned with administratíve trivia than
with good teaching. L7 46

37. I felt that I spent too much tíme on trivial

29 87

2L 75

79 s8

22 58

18 48

supervisory duties. 15 45
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TABLE XVI (CONTINUED)

Number Factors
Number of
Responses Score

66. f felt thaL the future outlook for improve-
ment in workíng conditions r¡¡as discouraging. 13 45

36. I found that the school system required me
to adopt a standardízed approach to teaching. L4 44

42. I believe that staff meetíngs were so corr-
trolled thaË they r¡rere of liËtle value. 12 37

50. I was not given the opportunity to attend
conferences and other forms of professional
development. 11 30

45. f found that teachers were primarily inter-
ested in salary and fringe benefíËs. 10 28

47. I felt that new teachers díd not receive
orientation to their work and the community. 10 27

40. I felt that I had little or no opportunity
to participate in developing policies for
grouping, promotíons and control of pupils. 10 26

53. I felt that new teachers \,rere not made to
feel welcome by older teachers. 7 23

Only five pupil factors No. 24 to No. 28 ínclusive were íncluded

in the questionnaire. As shown in Table XVII the response to these

factors r¡ras noL significant except for factor No. 24. There r,¡as some

concern about lack of pupil respect for the teacher's position in the

community indicated by factor No. 24 wLxln a score of 62. Otherwíse it

is necessary to go to the thirty-fifth and thirt.y-sixth rating in the

scale to get a response to pupil factors.

The factors related to the school board, as reported in Table

XVIII, \¡7ere placed at the end of the questionnaire. I^ihether this place-

ment had anything to do wiËh their selection is doubtful as the questíons
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Number

TABLE XVII

PI]PIL FACTORS AS CAUSES OF TEACIIER TURNOVER

FacËors
Number of
Responses Score

24. I believe that the pupÍls were lacking in
respect for the teacher's position in the
community. 23 62

27. I believe that educational goals \'üere not
appropriate for pupils ín this parËicular
community. 13 34

28. T found that parents showed little interest
in the scholastic progress of their children. 72 33

25. T. found that there !üere too many du1l pupils
and consequent poor achievement. 7 16

26. Pupils had a poor educational background for
my class. 4 L3

TABLE XVIII
SCHOOL BOARD FACTORS AS CAUSES OF TEACHER TURNOVER

Number Factors
Number of
Responses Score

74. I felt Lhat some school board members were
representative of pressure groups or blocs
in the community. 11 27

7L. I felt that school board members actually
did not understand education. 4 9

72. I believe that some school board members
actually did not understand education. 3 8

75. I felt that outstanding teachers \,lere not
recognÍzed and rewarded by the school board. 3 7

73. I found that the school board members were
not willing to make educationally sound
decisions when faced with cornmunity oppos-
ition. 2 5
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r,rere on cards; nevertheless ivith the exception of factor No. 74 they

received 1íttle attention from the respondents. Factor No. 74 di-d

receive a score of 27 but this score placed it well down the list at

fortieth ranking and the criticism here could be aimed at pressure

groups as much as the school board.

Comment r,¡as made previously under school factors as to criticism

by several respondents of administration in the earlier period of

school operations" It was somewhat difficult to distinguish from the

writËen reports as to whether the criËicism was located wÍth adminis-

tration through the principals or i¿ith employer control through school

board or official trustee. One respondent probably summed up the

situation best by stating the problem thus: 'rlnadequacy of supervisory

staff at the principal's and superintendentrs 1evel as well as the

control of the entire educational system on the 1oca1 leve1 vested in

a single individual. (Too diffícult for one individual, new to the

province, and therefore to its educational system, to be responsible

for the administration of education in the vast number of other duties--

town administrator, official trustee, etc. ).rl

In contrast to the earlier period the response to Ëhe question-

naire i¿as limited ín relation to administration and school board con-

trol in recent years. This response r^7as generally complimentary rather

than critical in this same períod and it can only be assumed from these

results that neither administration nor school board were significant

factors in teachers leaving Thompson.



CHAPTER VI

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

This chapter will review and analyze the ansü7ers to the five

open-ended questions included in one part of the questíonnaire.

The first question to which the respondents \.vere asked to reply

dealt with changes ín the Thompson School System that would help to

retain a Larger portion of íts staff. Table XIX is used to give

information related to this question"

Fourteen suggestions were made síngly by teachers, or one per

teacher, but these have not been included in the list of proposals.

This figure with the total of fifty-one replies shown in Table XIX,

indicates that sixty-fÍve teachers responded to the open-ended questíon

on what they thought would help Thompson to retain more teachers.

It is interesting to noËe that limited reference was made here

to the first five choices of individual factors. However, Ln anaLyzing

the factors with the highest five scores, it is evident that teachers

could not make praetical suggestions for change to improve or reduce

the cause of these factors. Isolation and a university location are

controlled by geographical distance and population figures.

On the basis of total number of respondents to the question of

changes for improvement, economic factors received greater emphasis

here than they did in the questionnaire. Nineteen teachers suggested

ímproved salaries, long service salary bonus or cheaper housing.
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CHANGES SUGGESTED

A LARGER

TABLE XIX

BY RESPONDENTS THAT T^IOULD HELP TO RETAIN

PORTION OF THE THOMPSON STAFF

Sugges tions Number of Teachers
Making Suggestions

Better teacher preparation before trying new
methods.

More atËractíve salary schedule.

Lower priced housing.

Efficient and professional administrators
(better principals ) .

More preparation time - clerÍcal help.

Better accommodation for married teachers.

Opportunity for greaËer teacher participation in
operation of system.

Long service salary bonus.

Fewer innovations and changes introduced all
at once.

Better transportation.

More married men and women.

ToLal suggestions \^rith 2 or more responses

L2

10

7

7

J

2

2

2

2

2

2

51
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Salaries were ranked twenty-first and thírty-second on the question-

naire results. The suggestions for ímprovement seem Eo be realistic

and they are sufficiently significant to deserve consideration.

There r¡rere E!,ro comments made by teachers to the open-ended

question being revie\,Ied that seem to merit inclusion at thís time. One

teacher rePorted:

Turnover Ís so great because it is a tyoung' tovrn, with many tyoung,

single teachers who do not have homes and families there. I can
think of fifteen teacher friends who left the same year as myself,
and none left because of the school system.

The other comment \.n/as:

A constant developing system can and should be able to retain
teachers.

Generally speaking, the teachers T,vere not criËical of the school system

and they seemed to have difficulty in makíng suggestions to improve the

system beyond the suggestion as pointed out here and in the question-

naire, thaË teachers needed more help in preparing for ne\,v courses

through more specíal-ized and better supervisory and consultative staff.

The second question in this sect.íon of Ëhe measuring instrument,

is actually a follo\¡i-up to the first question. Tt deals with changes

Ëhat could induce Ëhe respondent to return to the Thompson School System.

Sixty teachers gave an anshTer to the question. Twenty-six

teachers of this group replied that no changes would induce them to

return, but very few of these ans\¡7ers were in the form of a firm nega-

tive. Many of the respondents replied that no changes r¿ere needed in

the system and they made comments complimentary to the school establish-

ment. Only four people submitted critical ans\¡/ers with a poinËed comment
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to say they would not return.

Better salaries received support from eight teachers. Suítable

housing T¡7as suggested by six teachers, and a good road to trlinnipeg \"Ias

selected by four teachers as a change to bring them back to Thompson.

Other changes receiving some support were: more clerical help, univer-

Sity courses offered at Thompson, and teacher assistance of a super-

visory nature.

The information gaíned from this question supports in good part

what was said in relation to quesLion 1, excePt that more emphasis

seemed to emerge in answers to question 2 orl matters of transportatíon

and uníversíty facilitíes. Question number three asked Ëhe respondents

rrtrnlhat inf luenced you to go to Thompson, initially, to teach?" This

question brought a reply from eighty people. Forty-five of the group

replied to the effect that they went because of a spirit of adventure,

to see the North or to be a modern pioneer. The following reply from

a teacher best exemplifies the replies received from this large group

who went north for advenLure when she saíd: rrThe adventure of beíng a

modern pioneer and growíng with a ne\¡l to\,/n greatly influenced me."

A husband being transferred to Thompson or being employed there

was given as a reason by twenty people to go there, initially. Four

teachers mentioned salary as an influence and the same number mentioned

the opportunity to get away from a smaIl to\,,In. These people mentioned

Thompson offered something different without going to Inlinnipeg.

One person mentioned gettíng there through a promotional oppor-

tunity and anoËher said a dream influenced her to go to Thompson.
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TABLE

HOI^I LONG DID YOU INTEND TO REMATN IN THOI{PSON?

Years Number

One year

Two years

Three years

Four years

Five years

Undecided

Permanent or several

Total

L7

2B

5

0

1

L9

years

79

As indicated in Table XX, there r¡/as a good response to question

four on how long the respondents intended to remain in Thompson. Tt

is interesting to compare the results to this question with the actual

years of service shown in Table IV. The main difference in the Èwo

tables is revealed under the one year of service where only seventeen

Ëeachers proposed to stay for one year and actually thirty-eight left

in 1968 after one year of service. This group with one year of teach-

ing experience seems to be in good part responsíble for the high rate

of turnover. It would seem as if the nineteen people who went to

Thompson undecided as to how long they were going to stay, must have
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left after one year of. service.

0n the other hand, twenty-eight respondents indícated they

intended to stay for two years. According to Table IV thirty left

after two years of servÍce. If these figures have any significance,

it means many teachers going to Thompson carried through on their

original intention as to their length of tenure there.

The serious part of the situation is revealed when the figures

for one year, tvro years and undecided are combined to get sÍxty-four

teachers who initially did not íntend to remain beyond t\,ùo years. In

comparison as shown in Table IV, sixty-eight teachers left with only

one or t\^ro years of service. The question being considered in thís

section on how long teachers proposed to remain at Thompson, tends to

demonstrate the weakness of the school system in holdíng power of

teachers with one and two years of experience.

A comment by a teacher seemed to s¡zmbolize the trend to leave

af ter a short period of teaching. Thís teacher \^Irote: rrlike most

teachers or employees in Thompson \,ve treated Ëhis as an experíence and

thought in terms of one or t\,,i o years.rl

A check was made on participants who replied to this question

to see if any varíation existed between male and female as to proposed

length of service. There did not seem to be any significant variation.

The last question, in this group of fíve, \.vas relat.ed to the

matter of isolation, with the relaled distance from a larger urban

centre with the loss of a university and cultural advantages. This

question received a good response when eighty-eight teachers replíed.
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These replies are tabulaLed in Table XXT.

TABLE XXI

HOI^I IMPORTANT WAS Tm I^IHOLE MATTER OF ISOLATION, inIITH THE LONG

DISTANCE FROM A LARGE URBAN CENTRE I^IITH TTS A}{ENITIES OF

LIFE AS A UNIVERSTTY, AND CIILTURAL ADVANTAGES, IN

YOUR DECISION TO LEAVE THOMPSON?

Suggestions bY Teachers

No ímportance

Very important

Not too influential

Sma11 importance

f.solatíon depressing but not
a factor

Need a better road to Thompson

Need a university

Total replies

35

18

L6

4

1

2

:?
88

The responses to Ëhis question give a faitLy clear interpreta-

tion of the reaction of the respondenËs to this whole matter of isola-

Ëion. The eighteen teachers who mentíoned ísolaËion as being very

ímportant 1Íkely include the same people who selected it in the quest-

ionnaire, where it received a score of ninety-five to be ranked third

in selection of factors.
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Several teachers mentioned in their replÍes that isolation was

not a factor in leaving, as they accepted the condition of líving away

from large population areas when they L^lent to Thompson. Others men-

tioned that Thompson has many modern conveniences which help to comPen-

sate for any isolatíon factor. The following three excerpts from com-

ments by teachers to this question on isolation, tend to be self-

explanatory of the total issue. They are as follows:

A better road out of Thompson would induce many to go there, because
initially, it is a beautiful, modern, ner^¡ clean city.

For its síze, Thompson is as advanced in this area as could be
expected. Theyrll never compete with Toronto, New York, Venice, etc.,
so why try.

It was not isolation at all. The isolation factor \.vas not a reason
for leaving. All the necessities for comfort, plus modern conven-
iences, T.^rere available.



CHAPTER VTI

SUMI4ARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. SUMMARY OF T}IE STUDY

This study was undertaken with the intention of trying to deter-

mine what vras correlated wiLh teacher turnover in the town of Thompson,

or the School District of Mystery Lake. Though attentÍon was focused

on a specific district in this study, the problem of teacher turnover

or mobility, seems to be one of provincial, national and even ínter-

national dimensions. Specifically, the research undertaken r¡7as aímed at

determining the major causes of why teachers decided to move from the

schools ín which they were teachíng at Thompson in the period from 1958

to 1968.

To measure the factors instrumental in creatíng teacher turnover,

a questionnaire including seventy-fíve questions \¡7as constructed. These

questions were related to;

A. Personal and Family Factors;

B. Economic Factors;

C. Community Factors;

D. School Factors;

E. Pupil Factors;

F. School Board Factors.

A mailing list of one hundred

pared af|er encountering considerable

forty-eíght teachers \^Ias Pre-

fficulty in getting accurate

and

di
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addresses for the teachers involved" Twenty-three teachers could not

be reached in this total group, which left a possible one hundred and

twenty-five respondents, from which ninety-eight replied to the quest-

ionnaire.

The measuring instrument was devised in three parts. The quest-

ionnaíre Íncluding the seventy-five questions contained the main part

of the ínstrument. The other parts included questions related to per-

sonal and professional information and five open-ended questions which

provided respondents the opportunity to offer personal ídeas and advice

on questÍons and suggested changes connected with the Thompson school

sys tem.

This study, on the basis of the information provided through the

three parts of the measuring instrument, attempted to identify the fac-

tors or clusters of factors which induced teachers to leave their

teaching position at Thompson.

Certain points need to be recognized when interpreting the con-

clusions of this study with any related ímplications and recommendations.

The first point to be remembered is that conclusions are based on res-

ponses to individual factors, personal and professional information and

commenËs offered by respondents. The second significant point to be

noted is that the measurement instrument may not have adequately measured

certain factors that might be closely related to mobÍ1íty and certaín

factors may have been omitted completely, such as climate in the 1íst

of seventy-fíve questions. Another point to be taken into consideration

rests in the total number of respondents who constitute only about
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two-thirds of the teachers who have taught at Thompson. However,

over seventy-five per cent of the teachers replied who were contacted.

The fourth point to be remembered at this time is that an attempt is

beíng made Èo present an assessment of only the major findings with

related implications. Fina11y, the conclusions formed here are based

on the entíre period of operation of the Thompson School System and it

is not confined to a limited period of time.

II. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Conclus ion

The participants in this study \4iere a young group of people. A

modal age 1evel of slightly more than twenty-eight years was reported

for males, and a modal age 1eve1 of just over twenty-four years \das

given for females. The Thompson School System has a young staff. The

modal age for the present teachers is close to a year younger for males

and about a year and a half for females. According to other studies on

turnover, âB€ is a critical determinant of turnover patterns. ft seems

that teachers during the initíal stages of their careers generally have

more opportunities and alternatives available to them. These choíces

that exist to young people, must be accepted as facilitating Ëheir

mobility. Thompson is a "youngrr to\dn or city, wÍth many young teachers

who constitute a situatíon suggestive to change and turnover.

IqPlisc-qier

The Thompson School System is vulnerable to teacher turnover on



the basis of the age level

from this study points out

had determined Ín advance

or tr^/o years of service.

Conclus ion
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of their teachers. fnformation gathered

that young people going to Thompson to teach

their intention of remaining for only a year

A group of Ëeachers exist, such as presently teach at. Thompson,

who are prone to change and who like to move around. Factors as ttl

like to move around,tt andtrl wanted to broaden my experiencestt were

placed high on the list in the selection of individual causes of move-

ment. A large number of the respondents indicated they \^rent to Thompson

initÍa11y because of a spiriË of adventure, to see the North. This

propensity to move helped to create a desire to go to a northern commun-

ity orígínally, but it seems to be a factor likewise in taking the same

people away from the original community. The information obtained here

adds support to the theory that certain teachers are characteristically

tt turnover prone.tt

Im¿llcatíon

The admínistration responsible for staffing could accepË the

propensity on the part of teachers to move as a natural occurrence and

consequently, anticipate a higher rate of turnover where youth and

inexperience prevails. However, there does seem to be an area here

which needs study and research to find out just what creates this

desíre to move and to determine if anything can be done to satisfy this
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for a partÍcularpersonal need and thus

district in retention

Conclus ion

increase the

of teachers.

Usually a number of factors influence a teacherts decision to

move. Related literature on Eurnover poínts to a multiplicity of fac-

tors influencing a person to move. This situation, where a grouP or

cluster of factors affects a decision to move, did not seem to prevail

to the same extent at Thompson as in other localities where turnover

has been studied. Only twenty-seven respondents selected a group of

factors and all but two of them put their grouping in the same rank

order as their single factors.

The single factors selected ranged over a fairly exËensive area.

Approximately half of the respondents selected one to ten factors and

the other half from ten to tl^7enty" 0n1y six respondents selected a

single factor.

Ie¿lication

The teachers involved in this study seemed to be able to select

on the basis of rank order the factors responsible for their turnover.

Their selectíon poínts to various causes with related factors. There

exists a need to consider the problem of turnover in the total seLting

ín which the teacher works.

Conclus íon

The personal and professional characteristícs of the respondents
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varied in the selection of a few factors, partícu1ar1y the two factors

which rated one and two in total score. However, these Lwo facËors

tend to apply to a particular sex as related to selection. The differ-

ences in teacher response to most factors vrere not significant on the

basis of personal and professional characteristics and it has to be

concluded here that selected varíables as sex, size of school, school

system, grades taught and sLze of. community did not reveal important

differences to teacher response.

Ine1le.cÉqr

The conclusion reached here does not rule out the implication

thaË the solution Ëo a problem must be determíned in accordance with

the particular sítuaËion under review and the individual teachers con-

cerned. There does not seem to be a universal or general solution that

ís applicable to the problem of turnover.

Conclus ion

The selection of factors by respondents with individual comment

by teachers seem to add up to a problem area assocíated with transport-

ation and communication. The problem was not spelled out specifically

in the results of Ëhe study, but when you start to put pieces together

an inevitable conclusion materializes. The lack of universíty facili-

ties, the desire for culËural needs, the inabilíty to travel Lo any

marked extent determined by poor road condiËions, and a high cost factor

for other means of transporEation and general restrictions on the whole

area of communícatíon, l^/ith particularly the urban areas, aIL combined
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as reasons to create a major problem area in transportation and com-

munication. A recent study, by the Educational Field Services and the

Faculty of Education of the University of Calgary in trrlheatland County,

on Leacher turnover points out transportation or condition of the roads

as an important factor ín teacher retention. The problem of isolation

which was ranked third on the list of contributíng factors to turnover

is, in ítself, deeply linked to the associated problem areas of trans-

portation and communication. It seemed to be impossible to avoid the

conclusion in this study that restrictions imposed on what has come to

be accepted as modern day transportation and communication facilities,

contríbuted substantially to teacher movement from Thompson.

Implication

Transportation and communicatíon contrÍbute indirectly to teacher

movemenË and it is difficult to pin-poínt them as specific causes.

Furthermore, they are not controllable factors Ínsofar as the teachers

or the school system are concerned.

These factors, if they exist to the extent believed or assumed

in this study, need attention and careful consideratíon from provincíal

and national authorities and instituËions.

Conclus ion

Usually a group of extremely dissatísfied teachers, or what may

be called I'chronic complainers,'r emerge in a study of this type. Out-

side of three or four participants at the most, such a group was not
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prominent in this work on turnover. In fact, the opposite attitude

seemed to prevail on the part of the respondents in that quite a num-

ber of them were very complimentary in their cornments about the school

system. This reacËion seems to point to the conclusion that many

teachers, particularly Ín recent years, did not find too many reasons

for complaint in the actual operation of the school system itself.

Most of the criticism, of a harsh nature, \¡ras almost invariably aimed

at the school system ín iEs early years of operation.

fn the selection of factors related to the school, the responses

could not be interpreted as condemnation. The factors that received

attention as the need for speciaTízed supervisory and consultative

staff, the Íntroduction of many ínnovations and changes and the lack

of necessary teaching aids and equipment are all indications of a

healthy vibrant system that is trying to do something for education.

The one school factor where the response has a Louch of criticism, is

aimed at the relationship that existed between principals and staff and

their failure to gíve sufficient help and desired leadership.

It \^ras sígnificant that teachers seemed to have some difficulty

in developing suggestions as to how the school system could be ímproved.

The operation of the school system at present receíved considerable

support. It is inevitable to conclude that the school system ín itself,

is not a strong contributing factor in teachers leaving Thompson.

Imp 1i ca tiol

The school sysEem needs to assess its adminístration and supervision
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policies insofar as these areas relate to teacher support, guidance

and consultation. It could be suggested that introduction of innova-

tions and changes need to be slo¡¿ed down or supervisory and consulta-

tive support increased. Information available here would point to the

continued development of the school system within the framework of

present policy. The implication is also evident that it ís within

this area of school direction that improvements can continue to be

made, in that factors of concern to teachers are at least partially

controllable. Through these continued improvements and the development

of an invigorating and Larger school system, teacher Ëurnover will

1ike1y decrease. Teachers are reporting to the effect that Ëhey intend

to return to the system at a later date.

Conc lus ion

Teachers indicated that economic circumstances related to high

cost of living accommodations and the generally high cosl of living at

Thompson, inf luenced their turnover. Complaints by respondents \,,Iere

not aimed at the salary schedule so much in itself, but the feeling

seemed to exíst that something in the way of a bonus should be granted

Ëo compensaEe for the extra cost of living ín a norLhern area. The

present salary schedule does not seem to make sufficient allowance

over the provincial schedules, according to the people involved ín this

study, to compensate for the extra cost of livíng at Thompson. The

suggestions made were to link a compensatory feature of economic return

to Ëhe schedule.
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fmp 1i gat iol

This finding suggests that if the

to íncrease the possibility of retaining

might be given to a system of bonuses as

salary schedule.

Conclus ion

Thompson school system rüants

staff, then consideration

a supplement to their present

After consíderation of the responses by teachers to individual

factors and the comments offered by them, it seems inevitable to con-

clude that personal and farnily factors are key reasons in teacher turn-

over. They seemed to be the most influential group of causes in teacher

turnover wherein respondents indicated a strong desire to maintain their

farnily units, to improve their education, to gain a more varied teach-

ing experience; and to broaden their oPportuniËy for personal partici-

pat.ion in more activities; and to observe a wider range of events.

Imglication

Personal and family factors, though influential ín teacher turn-

over, are probably the least controllable. These factors in part were

discussed in the conclusion as related to problem areas of transporta-

tion and communication. There does noL seem to be much that loca1

authoríties can do at present to alleviate personal and family factors.

The Thompson area through rapid growËh, ímproved transportation and

communication, will probably reach a sLze and location ín the near

future that will help to dissipate several of the present causes of

personal and family factors creating turnover.
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Conclus ions

Many of the findings connected with this study do not correlaËe

with results of research in related literature. For instance, adminis-

tratíve factors have been identÍfied in related 1Íterature as a major

cause of mobílity, but this study does not reveal such results. Pupil

factors and working conditions have been rated highly in some studies

but they did not receive strong support here. School and communiËy

factors, through receiving a fair amount of support in this study, were

given greater recognition in other studies. Certain aspects of econo-

mic factors as low salaries, were not given the same support as given

by teachers in related studies. FacËors associated with religious bias

in school and community received límited support in this study ín com-

parison with selections otherwise.

lry-liseg:ere

Geographical location could be a determinant in locating causes

for teacher turnover. Authorities should exercise caution in attempt-

íng to explain turnover problems in terms of research done in other

geographíca1 areas.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Present school board policy should be continued, for the most part.

Reports from respondents to this study are encouraging, and the

Thompson School SysLem seems to be developing, in recent years,

considerable teacher support and favorable comment. On the basis
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of this teacher judgment, recruitment and retention should improve

as the reputatíon of the system continues to receive good publicíty

and favorable recognition.

There seems to be a need for beneficial orientation programs for

the staff generally and for new teachers in particular. The ser-

vices of consultants and instructíonal supervisors on an increasing

scale are suggested to authorities. A 1ítt1e praise and apprecí-

ation from administraËion, particularLy the principals, would prob-

ably render substantial dividends in light of the large number of

young and begínning teachers on staff in a geographically remote

area away from their families.

The concept of the principal's authority and status in the school

system should be reviewed. As the prestige, influence and power of

the principal increases, it ís suggested they need to be more fu1ly

acquainted with the theory of educational administration; they may

need help in re-assessing and re-drafting Lheir ol{n concePts so

they may provide the administrative and instructional leadership

Ëhat teachers feel they are not geËting at present. Línes of com-

municatíon within the school need to be studied and in some cases,

re- opened "

In several instances it is known that creative and innovative

teachers are drawn to a system which seems to be pioneering nevT

ideas in education. Experimental conditions províde motivation for

certain people. It is suggested the Thompson School System could

increase its power of retention by continuing Ëo develop and promote

-f.

4.
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an experimental situation. It is necessary to qualífy this sugges-

tion by recommending that sufficient and qualified instructional

and supervisory services be likewise provided.

5. Other recommendations that could be consídered are:

(a) The Thompson School System may be too selective in endeavoring

to recruit the best beginning teachers. This type of teacher

is usually the first to leave.

(b) The school system should endeavor to keep in contact with

former teachers wÍth an open invitation to return to duty.

Several teachers indicated their intention to return when cir-

cumstances \,{ere favorable to them.

(c) There seems to be a need to increase the modal age of teachers.

It is suggested older teachers with more experience be recruited.

Besides increasing retention it would possibly give beËter

balance to the total teaching staff.

(d) On the basis of ínformation developed in this study there seems

to be a Í.air number of teachers who supPort the idea of a

ttloyaltytt or tt long-servicerr bonus.

(e) A "pre-determination" interview should be incorporated into

recruj-tment procedures. An endeavor should be made to deter-

mine how long the applicant intended to remain íf offered a

posiLion on staff. Applicants who proposed to remain beyond

Ër¡/o years should be given preference over other teachers.
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APPEND]X A

QIIESTIONNAIRE, INSTRUCTION SHEET

AND RESULT SIIEET



The Questionnaire included the fo1lowíng 75 factors, each printed on a

separate orange-colored card. Ten extra green blank cards were also
included.

1. I felt restricted because the community lacked recreational and

entertainment facilities.

2. There was little opportunity for unmarried teachers to meet members

of the oPPosite sex.

3. Housíng r/üas over Priced.

4. Housing \'Jas inadequate.

5. Boarding facilities !üere unacceptable.

6. Cultural opportunities were inadequate.

7. I believe that the community tended to restrict the personal or
social behavior of the teacher.

8, I felt isolated being in Thompson.

g. I found that the people of the community were not sufficiently
s timulating.

10. f found that the people of the community tended to regard teaching
as an easY and overPaid job.

11. It seemed to me that the community hTas not interesËed in school
affairs.

12. I found that the school imposed restrictions on free enquiry and

discussion in the classroom'

13. T felt that there \,vas an unreasonable community restriction on free
enquiry and discussion in the classroom.

L4. I felt that a religious bias existed in the school'

15. I felt that a religious bias exísted in the community.

L6. T felt that the community was too small for me to pursue my antíci-
pated teachíng career.

L7. I wanted to be closer to a large urban centre'

18. I wished Ëo be closer Ëo a university'
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19. I wanted to be nearer my home town (or place of family resídence).

20. I preferred to be closer to my husband's (wife's) or boy friendrs
(girl friend' s) employment.

2L. I like to move around.

22. T wanted to broaden my experiences.

23. I found that there r¡ras no variety in shopping facilities.

24. I believe that the pupils were lacking in respect for the teacherts
position in the communitY.

25. I found there vüere too many dul1 pupils and consequent poor achieve-
ment.

26. Pupils had a poor educational background for my class.

27 " I believe that educational goals \¡zere not appropríate for pupils in
this particular conrnunity.

28. I found that parents showed little interest in Ehe scholastíc pro-
gress of their children.

29. I felt that I was given insufficient time away from the pupíls
during the day.

30. I found that classes \^7ere too large and it made it impossible to
give each pupil adequate help and guidance.

31. I found the cost of travellíng to larger population centres \,zas too
high.

32. I found the cost of food too high.

33. I found the cost of rent or boarding accommodation was too high.

34. I felt that teachers'salaries vrere too 1ow in comparÍson to salaries
of other peoPle.

35. I felt that teachers' salaries Trere too low in comparison to salaríes
of teachers in other districts.

36. I found that the school system required me to adopt a standardized
approach to teaching.

37. f felt that I spent too much time on trivial supervisory dutíes.
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38. I believe Ëhat too many innovations and changes in teaching methods
and techniques were inlroduced at Thompson.

39, f felt that I needed more time for teaching, preparation, planning
and evaluation.

40. I felt that I had little or no opportunity to participate in devel-
oping policies for grouping, promotions and control of pupils.

4L. T felt that I had little or no opportunity to participate in program
development in the school.

42. I believe that staff meetings \¡/ere so controlled that they were of
little va1ue.

43. I felt that in-service Programs r47ere not useful, appropriate and
convenient as to frequency and time.

44. It seemed to me that school administration vras more concerned with
adminístrative trÍvia than with good teaching.

45. L found that teachers were primarily interested in salary and frínge
benefits.

46. I felt that I did not have the necessary teaching aids and equipment
to do a good job.

47. I felt that new teachers did not receive orientation to their work
and the community.

48. I felt that relations bet\,/een the principal and the staff were
characterized by lack of trust and confidence.

49. I usually found out about important maLters through the grapevine.

50. I was not given the opportunity to attend conferences and other forms
of professional developmenL.

51. I felt that adminisËrative paper work was unnecessarily burdensome.

52. There vras a major deficiency in clerícal help for teachers.

53. I felt that new teachers r,^7ere not made to feel welcome by older
teachers.

54. I was required to teach subjects for which I had 1itt1e or no back-
ground.

55. I was unable to make use of my specialízed training.
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56. I felt that new teachers vlere not given adequate help or leader-
ship by school administration.

57. I found Lhat the school at which I taught was too small in number
of teachers.

58. I felt supervision t.ended to be too rigid.

59. I felt that supervision r^las too authoritarian.

60. I believe that supervision \^/as too arbitrary.

6I. I felt that specíalízed supervisory or consultative staff were
unavai lab le.

62. I believe there \.{ere excessive numbers of meetings to attend as
staff, workshop, Teacher Society and Home and School.

63. Incompatibility which existed between other staff members and myself
resulted ín unpleasant relationships and occurrences.

64. I felt that the work load \^ras noL distributed fairly among staff
members.

65. It seemed to me that class interruptions \^7ere so frequent as to
interfere with mY teaching.

66. T felt that the future outlook for improvement in workíng conditions
was discouragíng.

67. I felt that classroom visits by adrninistration personnel \n7ere too
frequent.

68. T felt that the príncipal and superintendent failed to apprecíate
and praise desirable results produced by staff members.

69. I felt that pressure groups in the community were able to exerL
unfair influence on the school.

70. It seemed to me that I \{as never accepted as a member of the com-
munity through its organizations and social life.

7L. T felt that school board members actually did not understand educa-
tion.

72. I believe that some school board members actually did not understand
education.
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73. I found that school boards members \^7ere not willíng to make educa-
tionally sound decisions when faced with community opposition.

74. I felt that some school board members were representative of
pressure groups or blocs in the community.

75. T felt that outstanding teachers r^rere not recognized and rer¡zarded
by the school board.
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INSTRUCTIONS

You will find in your envelope a deck of 75 cards and pieces of
paper asking for general responses and a response sheet.

1. Pick up the deck of cards. Each card has printed on it a statement
of something that could have ínfluenced your leaving Thompson.
There are also ten blank cards.

2. Sort the printed deck into two piles -- one pile wí1l contain sLaLe-
ments describing factors that did influence your leaving, the other
pile will contain ones that did not.

3. If you need to, write on the blank cards anything that did cause you
Ëo leave that isnrt included already.

You MUST return those cards you r.^rrite on. D0 NOT return the prinËed
cards.

4. Now take the pile of factors that did ínfluence you and sort it into
rank order, i.e., from the most important influence to the least.

RECORD THIS RANI( ORDER ON THE SHEET PROVIDED, USING THE NUMBER OF

EACH STATEMENT.

Thus if you thought statement 27 was the most critical reason why you
left Thompson, mark a 27 opposite posiËion 1, and so on, ti11 you
have entered all the cards in the "influencesrr pile.

5. It is obvious thaË factors in combination, rather than factors just
singly, may have caused you to leave. trnlrite down in the space to the
right of the rank-order column the numbers of statements that repre-
sent, in combination, the influence that caused you to leave.

6. Return thistrResults Sheet,rr any cards you have \.^iritLen on, and the
quesEíonnaire in Ëhe envelope provided.



COLUMN 1

Rank Order
of Influence

6.
7.
8.
o

10.
11.
L2.
13.
L4.

17.
18.
L9.
20.
2r.
))
23.
24.

1.
')

3.
4.
5.

coT,ri}.o{ 2

S tatement
Number

space ís
write on back.

15.
t6.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
JJ.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

ff more
needed,
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R.ESULT SHEET

..Name (Print)

co],ul'o{ 3

(In this space. list thaË single combination
of factors that \.^/as most inf luential in your
leaving Thompson. )



PERSONAL AND

APPENDIX B

PROFESSIONAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE

AND

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
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DIRECTIONS:

The infor
it will not ref
anonymity will

1. Your name:

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DATA

mation given herein will be treated as grouPed data and
lect the Índividual posiËíon of the respondent.. Your
be definitely protected and preserved.

2. Your sex: Male . Female

INFORMATION BASED ON TEACHING EXPERIENCE AT THOMPSON:

3. Your age when you left Thompson:

4. The year in which you left Thompson:

5. Number of years you taught at Thompson:

6. Grade or grades you taught at ThomPson:

7. Number of teachers in school, where you taught, at Thompson:

INFORMATION BASED ON TEACHING EXPERTENCE SINCE TIIOMPSON:

8. How many years have you taught since leaving Thompson?

9. What grade or grades are you teaching now?

10. trrThich is the approximate population of the community in whích you
taught immediately after leaving Thompson?

11. How many years of Ëeaching experience have you?.
hihat job(s) have you had since leaving Thompson?

Check the item which will descríbe your occupation or activity for
the school year after leaving Thompson.

1. Teaching for another school board in Manitoba.

2. Teaching for another school board in a different province.

3. Becoming married and starting housekeeping.
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4. Married \¡loman returning to home duties.

5. In a non-Leaching occupation (specify)"

6. Taking further training (academic or professional).

7. Retiring or superannuated.

B. Other (specifY)
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OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

Name

Please respond to each of the following questions:

1. trnlhat changes in the Thompson School System do you think would help
to retain a larger portion of Íts staf.f.t

2. What changes could induce you to return to the Thompson School
Sys tem?

3. i^ihat inf luenced you to go to Thompson, initiaily, to teach?

4. ilow long did you intend to remain when you originally \^rent to Thompson
to teach?

5. How important r¡/as the whole matter of isolation, with the long dÍs-
tance from a large urban center with its amenities of life as a
university and culËural advantages, in your decision to leave Thompson?



APPENDIX C

INTRODUCTORY LETTER

AND

FOLLOI¡I-UP LETTER
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September 30, L968"

Avenue,
tr^iinnipeg 16, Manitoba.

Dear Teacher:

In making choices to move into or out of a job or a conrmunity,
there are mariy factors which, singly or in combination, influence our
decisions. By means of the enclosed instrument it is hoped to gain some
insíghts into the factors whÍch 1ed to your deciding to leave the teach-
ing profession in Thompson. trrÏe hope to do these thíngs: (a) identify
factors ¡¡hich did influence your decÍsion to leave teaching in Thompson;
(b) to ídentify the most and least important of these factors taken
singly; and (c) to identify the critical combination of circumstances
that led to your leaving teaching in Thompson.

This is part of a nation-wide survey of teacher turnover in fron-
tier communities. trrle \^zant to fínd out if there are condiEions cornmon to
all such communities that lead to Leacher turnover, and after identifying
these conditions it may be possible to make admínistrative decisions to
alleviate circumstances for future generations of teachers.

This survey is being done in collaboration with Interdisciplínary
Research at the University of Manitoba. It is being supported by the
Manitoba Educational Research Council. This study of teacher turnover
at Thompson has been discussed wíth the President and General Secretary
of the Manitoba Teachers' Society and they have expressed themselves as
in favour of it. f a¡n an Inspector of Schools wiËh the Department of
Education located in lvtetropolitan laiinnipeg with no duties to perform in
the Thompson area. I have been granted permíssion from the Department of
Education to pursue this study and to endeavour to obtain my Masters
degree in Education through the thesís based on this project.

Your co-operation is sincerely requested in the completion of the
attached questionnaire and related information" Please feel free to
respond to the instrument carefully and with complete frankness. Your
ídentity will be absolutely kept in secret.

Thank you for your particípation in this study.

l^g
Enc.

Yours truly,

D. H. Stewart,
Inspector of Schools.
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November 8, 1968.

Avenue,
trrlinnipeg 16, Manitoba.

Dear Teacher or Former Teacher:

An instrument to determine causes of teacher Ëurnover or mobility
as related to the town of Thompson \das sent to you some time ago. Con-
siderable difficulty developed in getting the correct mailing addresses
for the one hundred and eighty teachers who have left Thompson since the
inception of the school system. IL is possible the insLrumenL \^/as

delayed through faulty addressing in getting to you and you have needed
extra time to complete iË. To make this study successful a good return
from the respondents is needed. If you can possibly find a few minutes
to complete the questionnaire and send the results in the previously
enclosed envelope, your cooperation and supporË would be very much appre-
ciated. An extra one cent stamp is included Ëo meet increased postal
rates.

I could mention that I entered into this study with Lhe Faculty of
Education and Interdisciplinary Research at the University of Manitoba
with the understanding that this type of research was going to be of
value to the general cause of education and to the Ëeaching profession.
The successful completion of this first step in the total plan of research
is absolutely necessary if further studies connected with various aspects
of teacher mobility are to be continued as presently planned. I am now
concerned that the whole project sha1l fail unless a better response to
the questionnaire develops. I,rIe do need your help and support. I will
readíly admit I do not 1íke answering questionnaires any more than you do
but this is one time when T do need your assistance.

Your contribution to this study on mobility is humbly solicited
and I would like to thank you for your help.

Yours truly,

l*g
D. H. Stewart,
Inspector of Schools.


